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Abstract. This paper presents an image processing 

application focused on robotic computer vision. The co-
design is divided into three main parts: a hardware 
accelerator, a PCIe® based framework for HW/SW link, 
and application software. The implemented accelerator 
performs preprocessing for facial recognition in order to 
reduce the workload in the main system processor. The 
hardware layer is implemented in Altera FPGAs, while 
the project software layer provides a device driver for 
Linux to link the user application with the coprocessor. 
The user application controls the data transfer between 
the operating system and the device driver. The platform 
allows rapid prototyping of accelerators, taking 
advantage of the duality of a programmable hardware 
and a general purpose processor connected through a 
PCIe® link. The proposed architecture enables co-
design of various image processing algorithms. In this 
case, the results of the design of an accelerator that 
performs histogram equalization for contrast correction 
of color images are presented. 
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1 Introduction 

For facial and object recognition [1], it is important 
to obtain a clear picture to be processed. A 

technique for correcting overexposure or 
underexposure is histogram equalization as 
preprocessing in order to obtain a sharper image. 
As this is a demanding task for the processor, it is 
recommended that this be performed via 
hardware [2]. 

For the implementation of processing 
algorithms in HW/SW, when there are no optimal 
development tools, much time is required for 
debugging the design. 

One way to develop accelerators is to have a 
reusable framework [3, 4] in order to reduce design 
time. Fig. 1 shows the HW/SW 
framework components. 

The aim of the PCIe®-FPGA framework 
proposed in this paper is communication between 
the software (User Application) and the hardware 
accelerator configured as an end point [5, 6]. 

The architecture is composed of the following 
elements: a PCIe® communication link, internal 
memory access, a configuration slave module, a 
read master module, and a write master module. 
All these modules are connected to the Avalon® 
MM Altera®’s interface [7]. 

In order to modify the accelerator functionality 
to be performed, a tool that facilitates the 
communication and tests hardware accelerators is 
used employing the same PCIe® driver. The 
design should be accomplished with a simple 
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interface in order to interact with the slave module 
and the master modules. 

2 Framework 

The platform contains a reconfigurable processor, 
so called because the package itself contains an 
Intel® Atom™ Dual-Core processor [8] and an 
Altera® Arria® GX II FPGA [9]. Both are 
interconnected by a PCIe® port. The FPGA can be 
used as a coprocessor or an accelerator. It can run 
specific high performance functions, while a 
general purpose processor would need much more 
time in order to accomplish the same task. 

Fig. 2 shows a block representation of the 
components interconnected in the reconfigurable 
processor [10]. 

2.1 Hardware Framework 

The framework is a HW/SW co-design [11]. On the 
side of the hardware architecture, a PCIe® 
communication control is required, where the data, 
the operation, and the control signals are arbitrated 
in order to avoid collisions and ensure the correct 
functionality of the system. The control signals 
indicate the accelerator functionality. 

The implemented architecture is shown in 
Fig. 3, where all framework components and the 
accelerator interconnection will be described in the 
subsections that follow. 

a. PCIe® IP Block 

The communication with the accelerator is 
performed by the protocol PCIe. The Arria® GX II 
FPGA includes an integrated hard IP block which 
implements the PCIe physical interface, the data 
link, and the transaction layer. This block is 
connected to the root complex on the outside and 
to the Avalon® MM bridge on the inside. 

b. Avalon® MM Bridge 

The function of this block is to convert PCI Express 
packets to Avalon® Memory Mapped (MM) 
transactions and vice versa. 

c. Avalon® Bus 

The Avalon® bus is the interconnected system that 
communicates the Avalon® MM bridge, the on-
chip memory, the master reading interface, the 
master writing interface, and the slave 
configuration interface. 

d. On-Chip Memory 

The purpose of the on-chip memory is to store all 
received data from the reading port to be 
processed and to save the resulting data while the 
port waits to transmit the data back. The memory 
used is dual port in order to enable reading and 
writing simultaneously. 

e. Read Master 

The read master is responsible for controlling the 
memory address and the data transfer toward the 

 

Fig. 1. Standard framework for accelerator 

development 

 

Fig. 2. Reconfigurable processor 
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accelerator, ensuring the proper transfer time and 
the required organization. 

f. Write Master 

The write master is responsible for receiving data 
from the accelerator. In order to provide the format 
required for storing in memory, it must monitor bus 
saturation to pause and resume the 
accelerator activity. 

g. Configuration Slave 

The accelerator needs configuration instructions 
such as start and stop to be operative. These 
commands are transferred from the bus to the 
accelerator by the configuration slave. Following 
the data path, when the software application uses 
hardware acceleration, it begins to request a 
communication channel. When the channel is 
obtained, the configuration parameters are sent, 
and then the data packets are transferred from the 
host to the PCIe® physical layer in the FPGA, 
where the received data package is transferred to 
the Avalon® MM bridge. Once data enters the 
system bus, the control instructions are sent to the 
slave configuration, where the processed data is 
stored in memory. After the accelerator is properly 
configured and started, the read master receives 
the data from the memory and it is sent to be 
processed by the accelerator core. In a few clock 

cycles, the resulting data is obtained, the write 
master is activated, and it is responsible for 
returning the data results to the memory. When the 
resulting data are ready, the software application 
requests them to the Avalon® bus and it retrieves 
all data from memory that delivers it to the system 
bus. Subsequently, the data is transferred from the 
bus to the Avalon® MM bridge, and finally the data 
packages are transferred from the bridge to the 
physical layer in order to reach the main host. 

2.2 Software Framework  

The PCIe® Linux driver [12] is compiled on a 
Timesys 14 operating system (OS), which is based 
on Fedora distribution, with a 2.635-9 Kernel. This 
OS contains predefined basic configurations for 
optimal platform functionality. The driver 
implements methods for hardware configuration of 
read and write communication via PCIe®. The user 
application is coded in C and controls the 
driver functions. 

a. PCIe® Hard IP Block 

The Arria® GX II hard IP block for PCIe® is able to  
use x1, x4, or x8 lines, but the physical 
interconnection with Atom™ processor is x1. The 
PCIe® protocol version supported by FPGA is 1.1 
with a transfer rate of 2.5 gigatransfers per second 
and supports 6 BARs (Base Address Register) of 

 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of hardware architecture implementation 
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32 non-prefetchable bits or 64 prefetchable bits 
and it admits MSI (Message Signaled Interrupts) of 
64 address bits. 

b. Linux Driver 

The driver contains the fundamental steps to be 
installed in the platform. It begins looking for 
Altera®’s vendor_id, device_id, and revision_id 
(0x1172, 0xE001, and 0x01, respectively). Once a 
device is found, it is enabled and the BAR is 
configured. Only BAR0 is configured in this case. 
Finally, connectivity and interruption tests are 
performed in order to ascertain optimal 
functionality of the device, preparing it for use. 

This driver is char type, controlled by the user 
application coded in C, and it requires a Linux node 
to perform the following functions: 

- Open: turns on the PCIe® device, putting the 
unit into use. 

- Close: turns off communication with the 
PCIe®. 

- Read: performs data read from memory to the 
device. 

- Write: performs data write from the device to 
the memory. 

- Ioctl: sets the peripheral device to be properly 
addressed. 

The write function and the read function are 
able to transfer data memory blocks as a single 
data package. 

2.3 Test Application 

A base application has been developed to control 
the driver and the transfers between the device 
memory and the OS application. Fig. 4 shows a 
block diagram of communication flow between 
software applications and driver functions. 

Transfer tests were performed from 1 Kb to the 
maximum memory in FPGA of 500 Kb; however, 
the driver can perform transfers of approximately 
100 Mb with this operating system kernel 
configuration. 

3 Hardware Accelerator 

The accelerator was used to test the architecture 
as an image processor. This processor performs 
image equalization [13] of overexposed or 
underexposed images. 

Let us consider a source color image 

 }1,1|),({ NjMijiaA  ℝ (m × n), 

where ),( jia  is an element of the image. It is 

assumed that A  has a dynamic range between 

 21, ll ℝ where  21),( lljia   and 21 ll   [14]. 

Transforming the image A  to a discrete 
representation is expressed as three 

superimposed matrices BGRD ,,  of m by n 

dimension, as shown in Equation 1. 

Each pixel is composed of elements in a 

concatenation  },,{ ijijijij bgrd ℤ+, where 

each element of a pixel is represented by a binary 
width word x , where the maximum number of 

 

Fig. 4. Test application communication flow diagram 
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combinations is 
xW 2 within the range 

 udl ij ℤ+, where  12,0 xul ℤ+. 
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Obtaining the resulting image requires applying 
a correction algorithm to the source image by 
replacing each one of the elements in the matrices 

BGR ,,  with the values obtained from the 

transformation vector T , where

},,{)),(( bijgijrij tttjiaf  . The vector T  is 

obtained by calculating the steps described in what 
follows. 

3.1 Function of Probability 

The probability of the pixel value is determined by 

the relationship vvhP h /)(  , where v  is the 

number of possible combinations and 
hv  is the 

number of times the element value corresponds to 

h. The possible values are within the range 

 UvL h
ℤ+ with a lower limit of 0L  and 

an upper limit of 1 vU . 

3.2 Distribution Function 

The Histogram H  [15] is the representation of the 
probability distribution of data values, considering 
the amount of each different value of the elements 
in the matrix characterized by the following vector 

1210 ,,,


 xhhhH   evaluated by summation 

in (2): 
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   (2) 

The following example shows the C code for 
obtaining the histogram using the software. 

 

// Distribution 

   for (i=0; i<height; i++) { 

      for (j=0; j<width; j++) { 

         for (k=0; k<(bppx/8); k++) { 

            den[k][buffer[(bppx/8)*(i*width+j)+k]]++; 

         } 

      } 

   } 
 

Table 1. Base address registers 

Address Framework Component Description 

0x00000000 - 0x0001FFFF On-chip memory FPGA Memory 

0x00020000 Slave Accelerator Source Image Address 

0x00020001 Slave Accelerator Target Image Address 

0x00020002 Slave Accelerator Image Length 

0x00020003 Slave Accelerator Pixel Height 

x00020004 Slave Accelerator Pixel Width 

0x00020005 Slave Accelerator Command 

0x00020006 Slave Accelerator Start bit 

0x00020007 Slave Accelerator Process Time (Read Only) 

0x00020008 Slave Accelerator Status (Read Only) 

0x00020009 - 0x0002000F Slave Accelerator Unused 
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The code above is converted to Verilog code to 
be synthetized and use the generated hardware to 
obtain the histogram. 

 

HIST: 

 

begin 

   if(read_valid == 1'b1) 

   begin 

      cnt_en_r <= {{W-1{1'b0}},{1'b1}} << wire_r; 

      cnt_en_g <= {{W-1{1'b0}},{1'b1}} << wire_g; 

      cnt_en_b <= {{W-1{1'b0}},{1'b1}} << wire_b; 

      state    <= HIST; 

   end 

   else 

   begin 

      if(read_done == 1'b1) 

      begin 

         reg_full <= 1'b1; 

         cnt_en_r <= {W{1'b0}}; 

         cnt_en_g <= {W{1'b0}}; 

         cnt_en_b <= {W{1'b0}}; 

         state    <= CUMU; 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         state    <= HIST; 

      end 

   end 

end 
 

3.3 Accumulation Function 

The cumulative distribution function C  is 

represented by the vector 
1210 ,,,


 xcccC   in 

which the element values are given by Equation 3 

and where 
00 hc  . 

2 1

1

1

.
xc

i i i

i

c c h






   (3) 

Adding an element to the end of the vector xc
2

 

and assuming 00 c  result in summation (4): 
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   (4) 

The following lines show the C code which 
obtains the cumulative distribution function for the 
software: 

 

// Cumulative 

   for (i=1; i<=256; i++) { 

      for (k=0; k<(bppx/8); k++)  { 
         cum[k][i] = den[k][i-1] + cum[k][i-1]; 

      } 
   } 
 

 

Then, we give the C code by which the obtained 
cumulative distribution function is converted to 
Verilog in order to be synthesized in hardware: 

 

CUMU: 
 

begin 

   if(cnt_cumu < W+4) 
   begin 

      if(cnt_cumu < W) 
      begin 

         reg_cumu_1 <=  

         cnt_hist_r[wire_cumu_0[X-1:0]]; 
      end 

      if(cnt_cumu > 0 && cnt_cumu < W+1)  
      begin 

         reg_cumu_2 <= reg_cumu_1 +  

         cnt_hist_g[wire_cumu_1[X-1:0]]; 
      end 

      if(cnt_cumu > 1 && cnt_cumu < W+2) 
      begin 

         reg_cumu_3 <= reg_cumu_2 +  
       cnt_hist_b[wire_cumu_2[X-1:0]]; 

      end 

      if(cnt_cumu > 2 && cnt_cumu < W+3) 
      begin 

         reg_cumu_c <= reg_cumu_3 + reg_cumu_c; 
      end 

      if(cnt_cumu > 3 && cnt_cumu < W+4) 

      begin 
         reg_cumu[wire_cumu_4[X-1:0]] <= 

         reg_cumu_c; 
      end 

      cnt_en_c <= 1'b1; 
      state <= CUMU; 

   end 

   else begin 
      cnt_en_c <= 1'b0; 
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      state <= TRAN; 
   end 

end 
 

3.4 Transformation Function 

The proposed transformation function is calculated 

with the vector 
1210 ,,,


 xtttT   using 

Equation 5: 

2 1

1

0

(2 1)
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xt x

i
i

i

c
t

m n











  (5) 

The following C code is executed by the 
software in order to acquire the transformation 
function: 

 

// Transformation 

 
   for (i=0; i<256; i++) { 
      for (k=0; k<(bppx/8); k++) { 

         tra[k][i] = (255*(cum[0][i+1]+cum[1][i+1]+ 
         cum[2][i+1]))/(height*width*3); 
      } 

   } 
 

 
The transformation function is obtained through 

the hardware synthesis of the following Verilog 
code: 

 

TRAN: 
 
begin 

   if(cnt_tran < W+PIPE_STEPS+3) 
   begin 
      if(cnt_tran < W) 

     begin 
         reg_shift <=  
         reg_cumu[wire_tran_0[X-1:0]] << X; 

      end 
      if(cnt_tran > 0 && cnt_tran < W+1) 
      begin 

         reg_dividend <= 
         reg_shift – 
         reg_cumu[wire_tran_1[X-1:0]]; 

      end 
      if(cnt_tran > 1 && cnt_tran < W+2) 
      begin 

         dividend <= reg_dividend; 
         divisor <= 
         reg_divisor[COLOR_NUM*X-1:0]; 
      end 
      if(cnt_tran > PIPE_STEPS+2 && 
      cnt_tran < W+PIPE_STEPS+3) begin 
          reg_tran[wire_tran_p[X-1:0]] <=  
          quotient[X-1:0]; 
      end 
      state    <= TRAN; 
      cnt_en_t <= 1'b1; 
   end 
   else 
   begin 
      reg_full <= 1'b0; 
      cnt_en_t <= 1'b0; 
      state    <= SCAN; 
   end 
end 
 

 

Let  }1,1|),({ njmijioO  ℤ+ be 

the resulting image where it is assumed that O  

has a dynamic range within ],[ ul  ℤ+ and with the 

possible values of ],[),( uljio  ,

12,0  xul . 

The transformation of the source image D  is 

given to a transformation function )(DFO T  

where },,{),( bijgijrij tttjio  . 

The resulting image is obtained via the software 
using the following C code: 
 

// New Image 
   for (i=0; i<height; i++) { 
      for (j=0; j<width; j++) { 
         for (k=0; k<(bppx/8); k++) { 
            buffer[(bppx/8)*(i*width+j)+k] = 
            tra[k][buffer[(bppx/8)*(i*width+j)+k]]; 
         } 
      } 
   } 
 

 
The C code above is converted to Verilog in 

order to be synthesized in the hardware performing 
the transformation function. 
 

SCAN: 
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begin 

   if(read_valid == 1'b1) 

   begin 

      if(write_full == 1'b0) 

      begin 

         reg_r  <= reg_tran[wire_r[BIT_DEPTH-1:0]]; 

         reg_g <= reg_tran[wire_g[BIT_DEPTH-1:0]]; 

         reg_b <= reg_tran[wire_b[BIT_DEPTH-1:0]]; 

      end 

      reg_valid <= 1'b1; 

      state     <= SCAN; 

   else begin 

      if(read_done == 1'b1) 

         state    <= IDLE; 

       else 

          state    <= SCAN; 

      reg_valid <= 1'b0; 

   end 

end 
 

4 Software Accelerator 

An application code in C allows the FPGA 
configuration via the PCIe® driver [16]. 

This application opens a file that contains the 
image to be equalized, and then the driver opens 
communication with the on-chip memory in order 
to send the image. After that, the settings are sent 
to the slave module of the accelerator. These 
parameters contain the address location in the 
memory where the original image is stored and 
where the processed image will be saved, as well 
as the size of the pixel array. The next step is to 
initiate the accelerator computations when image 
extraction is completed, and finally, the image is 
extracted from the memory and stored in a file in 
the OS side.  

The user application performs image 
equalization using the accelerator, as shown in 
Fig. 5. 

Some registers must be configured in order to 
ensure the correct functionality and system 
parameters. Table 1 shows the correct PCIe® 
BAR0 configuration. 

4.1 PCIe® Channel Acquisition 

These lines of code open the PCIe device driver 
node in the read and write mode; if the node cannot 
be opened, an error is printed in the terminal. 

 

int main (int arg_count,char *arg_file_name[]) { 

   int node; 

   node = open("node_dir/altpciedev", O_RDWR); 

   if (node == -1) { 

      printf("Error When Open Node File\n"); 

      exit(1); 

   } 
 

4.2 Source Image Load to Memory 

The following code opens the original image in the 
read mode and extracts the pointers to the image 
parameters and the pixel array, where the BITMAP 
element is a structure containing the image 
parameters from the BPM file: 

 

// Open bmp file in read mode 

   BITMAP b; 

   FILE *fp; // Original image 

   FILE *fo; // Preprocessed image 

 

Fig. 5. Image processing flow diagram 
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   fp = fopen(file, "rb"); 

 

// BMP Header 

   fread(&b->typeb  1, 1, fp); // 0h 

   fread(&b->typem,      1, 1, fp); // 1h 

   fread(&b->size  4, 1, fp); // 2h 

   fread(&b->reserved,     4, 1, fp); // 6h 

   fread(&b->offset,           4, 1, fp); // Ah 

   fread(&b->headersize,  4, 1, fp); // Eh 

   fread(&b->width,        4, 1, fp); // 12h 

   fread(&b->height,       4, 1, fp); // 16h 

   fread(&b->planes,       2, 1, fp); // 1Ah 

   fread(&b->bppx,         2, 1, fp); // 1Ch 

   fread(&b->compress,    4, 1, fp); // 1Eh 

   fread(&b->sizeim,       4, 1, fp); // 22h 

   fread(&b->xpxpm,        4, 1, fp); // 26h 

   fread(&b->ypxpm,        4, 1, fp); // 2Ah 

   fread(&b->colors,       4, 1, fp); // 2Eh 

   fread(&b->colors_imp,  4, 1, fp);//32h-35h 

 

// Allocate color field memory 

   b->stuff = (byte*) malloc ((dword)(b->offset-54)); 

 

// Color field 

   fread(b->stuff, 1, b->offset-54, fp); 

 

// Allocate data field memory 

   b->data = (byte *) malloc  ((dword)(b->sizeim)); 

 

// Load Pixel Array into Memory 

   fread (b->data, 1, b->sizeim, fp) != b->sizeim); 
 

4.3 Accelerator Configuration and Image 
Processing 

The following code shows the configuration of the 
accelerator through PCIe. First, the address of the 
on-chip memory is set, and the pixel array of data 
is sent. Second, the program sets the base 
address and the required parameters are set to 
start the accelerator. Third, the image is 
preprocessed from the on-chip memory, which is 
extracted and stored in a new image file. 

 

   // Global pointers 

   char *fout = "out_hw.bmp"; 

   dword *acc_buff; 

 

   // Set mem_lo address 

   ioctl(NODE, IOCTL_ADDR, 0x00000000);  

 

   // System memory to on-chip memory 
   write(NODE, b->data, b->sizeim, 0); 

 

   // Memory allocation 

   acc_buff = (dword *) malloc ((dword)(16*4)) 
 

   // Accelerator Configuration 

   acc_buff[0]  = 0x00000000;    // Address Initial 

   acc_buff[1]  = 0x00000000;    // Address Final 

   acc_buff[2]  = b->sizeim / 4; // Length 
   acc_buff[3]  = b->height;     // Pixel Height 

   acc_buff[4]  = b->width;      // Pixel Width 

   acc_buff[5]  = 0x00000001;    // Operation 

   acc_buff[6]  = 0x00000001;    // Start 
   acc_buff[7]  = 0x00000000;    // Process Time 

   acc_buff[8]  = 0x00000000;    // Status 

 

   // Set acc address 
   ioctl(NODE, IOCTL_ADDR, 0x00020000); 

 

   // Start mem_transfer 

   write(NODE, acc_buff, (dword)(16*4), 0);  
 

4.4 Storing Target Image 

The following code extracts the array of processed 
pixels from the on-chip memory and the equalized 
image is obtained. 

 

   // Memory Read 

   // Set mem_hi address 

   ioctl(NODE, IOCTL_ADDR, 0x00000000);   
read(NODE, b->data, b->sizeim, 0); 

 

// Building the new image 

// Write output file 

   fwrite("BM   2, 1,            fo); 
   fwrite(&b->size  4, 1,            fo); 

   fwrite(&b->reserved,  4, 1,            fo); 

   fwrite(&b->offset,   4, 1,            fo); 

   fwrite(&b->headersize,   4, 1,            fo); 
   fwrite(&b->width,         4, 1,            fo); 

   fwrite(&b->height,        4, 1,            fo); 

   fwrite(&b->planes,        2, 1,            fo); 

   fwrite(&b->bppx,          2, 1,            fo); 
   fwrite(&b->compress,     4, 1,            fo); 

   fwrite(&b->sizeim,        4, 1,            fo); 
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   fwrite(&b->xpxpm,        4, 1,            fo); 
   fwrite(&b->ypxpm,        4, 1,            fo); 
   fwrite(&b->colors,        4, 1,            fo); 
   fwrite(&b->colors_imp,   4, 1,            fo); 
   fwrite(b->stuff,         1, b->offset-54,       fo); 
   fwrite(b->data,          1, b->sizeim,           fo); 
 
// Close files and release memory 
   free(b->stuff); 
   free(b->data); 
   fclose(fp); 
   fclose(fo); 
 

5 Results 

The transfer rate was evaluated and the driver sent 
the data blocks to read and write transactions 
achieving up to 5 MB/s read. Processing tests for 
the equalization algorithm were performed on the 
dual-core Atom™, and the accelerator design was 
tested in the FPGA reaching a frequency of 125 
MHz. 

The image tests consisted of using different 
frequencies and Atom™ configurations for 
processing two image sizes: with 400 x 300 pixels 
and 320 x 240 pixels. The accelerator has been 
tested with the same images resulting in less 
execution time than with the Atom™. Fig. 6 shows 
the resulting bar graph of times of the tests 
performed with two different image sizes and 8 
Atom™ processor configurations. 

In Table 2, the average latency of each 
configuration is reported for different image sizes. 

It is important to mention that the acceleration time 
is always accurate and depends directly on the size 
of the image plus an initial fixed time for 
configuration of the accelerator. 

The image used for processing color 
equalization is presented in Fig. 7(a). This presents 
color saturation tones, so the image shows an 
overexposure. The driver sends the image to the 
accelerator, obtaining the histogram and the 
cumulative distribution function, which were used 
to obtain the transformation function in Fig. 7(b). 
Applying the transformation to each color tone in 

Table 2. Average latency of image processing 

Configuration 400 x 300 Pixels 320 x 240 Pixels 160 x 240 Pixels 80 x 60 Pixels 

2 Cores 1.3 GHz 28.8330 ms 18.0239 ms 4.5659 ms 1.2589 ms 

2 Cores 1 GHz 33.3200 ms 19.6569 ms 4.6270 ms 1.2780 ms 

2 Cores 800 GHz 51.3199 ms 31.5179 ms 6.8320 ms 1.7770 ms 

2 Cores 600 GHz 81.0969 ms 55.4729 ms 11.6070 ms 2.6820 ms 

1 Core 1.3 GHz 59.7820 ms 38.1420 ms 4.5770 ms 1.2260 ms 

1 Core 1 GHz 62.3409 ms 41.6739 ms 4.5799 ms 1.2509 ms 

1 Core 800 MHz 96.0389 ms 66.6549 ms 14.2889 ms 1.7890 ms 

1 Core 600 MHz 135.9160 ms 94.3860 ms 34.1359 ms 2.6920 ms 

Accelerator 1.9256 ms 1.2344 ms 0.3127 ms 0.0824 ms 

 

Fig. 6. Performance bar graph of algorithm executed 

with hardware acceleration and software with two 
different configurations and speeds 
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the pixels of the image, the equalized image with 
even more distribution of colors is obtained as 
shown in Fig. 7(c). 

Fig. 8 presents the histograms and the 
cumulative distribution functions for the tones of 
the original image. The histograms in Fig. 8(a), 
Fig. 8(b), and Fig 8(c) for red, green, and blue 
tones, respectively, show that color values of the 
pixels are distributed mainly in the area of 

highlights, and the image is considered as 
overexposed when it was captured.  

The accumulation functions for each color—
red, green, and blue—are shown in Fig. 8(d), 
Fig. 8(e), and Fig. 8(f), respectively. 

The cumulative distribution functions are 
needed to compute the transformation function. In 
order to obtain image equalization, it is necessary 
to replace each pixel value with the new value from 

 

Fig. 7. Process for the equalization of a color image: (a) original image, (b) transformation function, (c) equalized 

image 

 

Fig. 8. Histograms and cumulative distribution functions of the original image: (a) histogram of red tone, (b) histogram 

of green tone, (c) histogram of blue tone, (d) cumulative distribution function of red tone, (e) cumulative distribution 
function of green tone, (f) cumulative distribution function of blue tone 
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the transformation function, obtaining a new 
image. In order to demonstrate that the new image 
has better equalization, the histogram and the 
cumulative distribution function obtained are 
shown in Fig. 9. The histograms for new red, green 
and blue tones are shown in Fig. 9(a), Fig. 9(b), 
and Fig. 9(c), respectively. It is easy to see that 
histograms are more uniform than those in 
Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(b), and Fig. 8(c) for each color. The 
cumulative distribution functions shown in 
Fig. 9(d), Fig. 9(e), and Fig. 9(f) are more linear 
than the original functions from Fig. 8(d), Fig. 8(e), 
and Fig. 8(f), respectively. 

The accelerator processing time for a color 

image of NM   pixels of 24 bit depth is 

5522  NM  clock cycles at 125 MHz after 

the accelerator has been initialized. 

After implementation in an Arria® II GX FPGA 
with device part number EP2AGXE6XXFPGA, the 
logic utilization was 90% [17], where 30775 ALUTs 
and 4 DSP blocks were used for processing steps. 
30,390 registers were used to allocate temporary 
data, and 3,716,208 memory bits were necessary 
in order to store all image data, as shown in 
Table 3. 

It is mandatory that all routes between each 
data path be less than 8ns because the accelerator 
clock runs at 125 MHz in order to achieve the 
required data path time [18]. The processing 
elements were distributed in a pipeline with the 
following configuration: 256 steps to obtain the 

cumulative distribution function, 256 steps to 
obtain the transformation function, and 40 pipeline 
steps for integer division. 

6 Conclusion 

Preprocessed images offer a better distribution of 
colors, permitting the execution of facial 
recognition algorithms. This work includes the 
design, implementation, and verification of the 
hardware accelerator framework for image 
processing using the HW/SW platform, taking 
advantage of having a general purpose processor 
and a reprogrammable unit on the same integrated 
circuit, and facilitating the development of 
hardware accelerators. The PCIe® Protocol 
provides an optimum and scalable communication 
channel for transferring data between the 
processor and FPGA. The driver enables the 
control functions and management of sending and 
receiving data between the accelerator and the 
operating system, reaching a maximum transfer 
rate of 5MB per second. The hardware accelerator 
performs image processing in an interval less than 
a processor would require to obtain the same result 
via software. The reusable framework can develop 
different families of accelerators without the need 
to create a different communication protocol 
between the hardware and the software structure 
every time, thus allowing the user application and 
the processing algorithm to be modified. Using this 

Table 3. FPGA logic utilization 

FPGA Components Percentage Utilization Component Utilization 

Logic utilization 90 % Routing 

Combinational ALUTs 61 %  30,775/50,600 

Dedicated logic registers 60 % 30,390/50,600 

Pins 5 % 20/404 

Block memory bits 81 % 3,716,208/4,561,920 

DSP block 18 bits elements 1 % 4/312 

GXB Receiver Channel PCS, PMA 50 % 4/8, 4/8 

GXB Transmitter Channel PCS, PMA 50 % 4/8, 4/8 

Total PLLs 25 % 1/4 
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framework saves time in the development of 
hardware accelerators. 
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